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he new season is already well past the quarter pole but that
doesn’t mean we can’t flash back to one of the best nights of the
year for a trio of young men (including Dante Fabbro, above)
and for the BCHL.

We hope you enjoy flipping through our feature on pages 10 to 14
with some behind-the-scenes snapshots of the 2016 NHL Entry Draft in
Buffalo.
From Buffalo, we also take you to China in this issue, on page 21, where
the Langley Rivermen made their mark this past summer. And we catch
up with the defending champion West Kelowna Warriors in our cover
feature starting on page 7.
Finally, on page 16, we feature one of the new faces behind the bench
in the BCHL as we hear from Trail Smoke Eaters rookie coach Cam Keith.
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Enjoy! And see you at the rink.
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Quinn Foreman and Connor Sodergren (wearing the ‘A’) are two key veteran returners to the West Kelowna Warriors lineup this
season and while they know what it takes to win, they also realize graduated players leave some lineup questions to be addressed.

T

By Garry Raible

he banners have been hanging from the rafters
in Royal LePage Place since the West Kelowna
Warriors opened the new BCHL season September 9.
Interior Division Champions, check!
Fred Page Cup winners, check!
Western Canada Cup, check!
RBC Cup, National Champions, check… and double
check!
The Warriors made franchise history last May, a 29year history that tracks back to the mid-1970s and
included several reincarnations as a moderately successful team based out of Langley. In the previous 28
years, the winning records of the regular season turned
to losing records in the playoffs but during a gruelling
11-week postseason, including 26 straight days on the

road, all the pieces fit into the puzzle.
An old cliché in sports reads, ‘It’s tough to get to the
top and it’s even tougher to stay on top,’ which means
the defending champions are wearing a target on their
back.
Enter Warriors’ head coach and general manager, Rylan Ferster, to interrupt that train of thought.
“We’re not going there,” says the 47-year-old Ferster,
now in his sixth season with West Kelowna. “We’ve
never talked about repeating, about defending the title. Honestly, we’re starting from square one, just like
everyone else. We only have eight guys back and it’s
kind of unfair to thrust that pressure on a really young
team.”
When Ferster walks through today’s Warriors dressing room, he can’t help but notice the fact that he’s
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missing his top seven scorers from last season. Coaches have to deal with a high turnover rate in Junior A
hockey which means they’ve succeeded in sending
some talented players away to universities or colleges
but makes it extremely difficult to be a successful team
year after year.
“Your group doesn’t necessarily stay together for
two or three years like it would be if you were winning championships in pro hockey, or even the WHL,”
says Ferster. “Is the title ours and we want to defend
it? You have to remember that for three-quarters of
the guys in our dressing room, it’s not theirs. It might
be different if we had 15 guys returning but, the reality
is, we’re not the same team as we were last year. You
can’t walk into our room and say that’s the best team
in the country.”
Rewind to last May 22. The team that hoisted that
RBC Cup had six 20-year-olds and 11 players aged 19.
As of this writing, the numbers that stand out the most
on the current roster are the 12 players under the age
of 19, including three 17-year-olds.
One of those is hometown boy Jake Harrison, who
chose to pursue his career with the Warriors rather
than join the Spokane
Warriors’ 2015-16
Chiefs, who picked
graduates:
him in the fourth
Matthew Greenfield
round of the WHL banU. of Calgary (USports)
Kristian Blumenschein
tam draft. Harrison
Colorado College (NCAA)
was the team’s rookie
Rylan Yaremko
of the year in 2015Northern Michigan (NCAA)
16 and chewed up big
Lane Gilliss
minutes on defence in
Portland Winterhawks (WHL)
Kyle Marino
front of his family and
Alaska (NCAA)
friends.
Liam Blackburn
“The way things
New Hampshire (NCAA)
turned
out, I couldn’t
Jonathan Desbiens
have made a better
Bentley (NCAA)
Bryan Basilico
decision,” says HarLake Superior State (NCAA)
rison, who turned 17
Garrett Forster
during the playoffs.
St. Cloud State (NCAA)
“It was a better opKylar Hope
portunity to get playAlaska (NCAA)
Jake LeBrun
ing time and, living at
UBC (USports)
home, I could concentrate on hockey and school. That was a real big thrill
for me to share the championship with my family. I’ve
been a fan of the Warriors ever since they came here
in 2006.”
Harrison is one of three returnees to the Warriors
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Jake Harrison got to live the thrill of winning a national
championship with his hometown team in the spring and is back
as a key part of coach Rylan Ferster’s blueline this season.
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blueline. The others are Scott Allan, who came back to
West Kelowna after a look-see with the WHL Calgary
Hitmen, and Nick Rutigliano, who assumed the role of
captain from last season’s larger-than-life leader, Kyle
Marino.
Coach Ferster’s choice to wear the “C” was a nobrainer after the strong season Rutigliano had and the
solid endorsement from last season’s leadership group.
“Hockey’s a lot different
than it was 15 years ago,” says
Ferster. “Players want to be
involved, they want to give
their input. They want to be
Players
heard and they expect to be
heard. Nick didn’t wear a let- want to be
ter last year but he was highly
involved,
respected by the leadership
they want
group that moved on.”
The veteran defenceman
to give their
didn’t necessarily expect a letinput.
ter on his sweater, but quickly
grasped and relished the role.
“I was kind of surprised to be named the captain but
it’s a tremendous honor,” says Rutigliano, who had 24
points in 58 regular season games and added 11 more
points in 24 playoff contests. “We had some great leaders last season and I learned a lot from Kyle (Marino)
about what it takes to be a leader. We had an older team
last season and the room kind of took care of itself. And,
Kyle was such a big presence. “This might be a tougher
year to be the captain because it’s a younger group but I
just have to play my game and make sure the guys don’t
look past what the main goal is. Just make the playoffs.
The new captain and the head coach are on the same
page in that regard. Rylan Ferster won a national championship (Centennial Cup) in 1990 with the Vernon Lakers but those 2015-16 championship banners carry a
special meaning for the coach.
“Winning that title makes you appreciate how hard it
is to win and you appreciate just how good our league
is,” Ferster says. “We earned it. We beat, what, eight
nationally-ranked teams along the way but the teams
we beat out in the BCHL – Salmon Arm, Penticton,
Chilliwack, and Nanaimo? Any one of them could have
won the championship and no one would have batted
an eye.”
The message here is, savour those banners hanging
from the rafters. There’s a long way to go, and a lot of
work to do, to get a repeat.

“
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Nick Rutigliano (above) inherits the Warriors’ captaincy after not
wearing a letter last season and, along with fellow veterans like
Reed Gunville (below), now sets the tone for the team.
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Anticipating a history-making night, the BCHL was eager to
maximize its presence at the 2016 NHL Entry Draft. That in mind,
league communications director Brent Mutis was dispatched to
Buffalo to follow the action as it unfolded.
Here is a chronological look back to the days at the draft
(times shown are Eastern)

June 22 - 2:43 p.m.

Mike Whittingham/TSN1040

WHAT A TROOPER - I’d arranged with Chilliwack Chiefs defenceman Dennis Cholowski (right) to be on TSN 1040 with
hosts Matt Sekeres (left) and Blake Price on the Wednesday. I wasn’t in Buffalo yet and I didn’t know he’d have to drive
down from Toronto that day just to get on air! Big shout out to his parents Natalie and John!
Audio available on iTunes (interview starts at 40:00 mark).

June 23 - 11:51 a.m.

3:33 p.m.

RADIO ROW - The day before the draft, Penticton
Vees forward Tyson Jost and spoke to every TSN
radio outlet that was in the lobby of the Hyatt Regency.
Here he chats with TSN Edmonton’s Dustin Nielson.

FRENCH CONNECTION - Heading down to First Niagara
Center to get my accreditation, I was greeted by this statue of
Richard Martin, Gilbert Perreault and Rene Robert - the highscoring top line of the Buffalo Sabres in the 1970s.

BCHL Media
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June 24 - 11:35 a.m.

4:45 p.m.

BCHL Media

FAMILY FUN - Now it’s draft day. I had a chance to catch up
with Dante Fabbro and his Mom Tina and Dad Steve. The full
feature interview was posted on the BCHL site.
CLICK HERE for the story.

CHIRPS - Just before heading to the rink, Jost has a little
social media fun at his buddy and roommate Fabbro’s
expense with this informal Twitter poll.

6:03 p.m.

BCHL Media

FLOORED - Just under an hour to go before the draft and while the fans are still filing in, the teams’ draft tables on the arena
floor are filled up with pretty much everybody important in the hockey world.

8:27 p.m.

8:44 p.m.

TEARS AND CHEERS - This now-famous photo of Jost and
his grandfather Jim pretty much summed up the moment his
name was called. Then, media time!

9:39 p.m.

Nashville Predators on Twitter

NICE TO MEET YOU - Fabbro says hello to Predators center, fellow Lower Mainland native and also former Penticton Vees
standout Ryan Johansen and, meets NHL commissioner Gary Bettman after Nashville drafted him 17th overall.

9:46 p.m.

10:08 p.m.

BCHL Media

PHONES & FANS - Jost takes a congratulatory phone call from Avalanche captain Gabriel Landeskog. Minutes later,
Cholowski was drafted by Detroit and after meeting the team’s brass, stopped for a fan photo on the way to do interviews.
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10:09 p.m.

10:10 p.m.

BCHL Media

Nashville Predators on Twitter

MEDIA MARATHON - Cholowski faces the mics for another round of interviews, this time in the designated media room at
First Niagara Center. Fabbro makes times for his new fans.

June 25 - 12:03 a.m.

Dante Fabbro/Twitter

THE RESPONSE - Fabbro confirms he was in fact able to slip his Predators lid on his head, as the above photos confirm.

11:47 a.m.

BCHL Media

THE DAY AFTER - Now a Red Wings prospect for all of about 12 hours, Cholowski makes another appearance with Blake
Price and Matt Sekeres on TSN1040 - this time from the media gallery at First Niagara.
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Keith puts opportunity first as he
takes first run at head coach gig

N

Cam Keith

By Brent Mutis

16

obody knows the value of a chance opportunity more than Trail Smoke Eaters new head
coach Cam Keith.
Coming off two fairly non-descript seasons
with the Victoria Salsa, Keith earned a spot in the 19992000 all-star game as a member of the Smoke Eaters.
Opportunity knocked.
At the skills competition of that year’s all-star event
in Chilliwack, Keith wound up blowing away the field
to claim the title in the fastest skater competition. Suddenly, the undrafted forward, who had no scholarship
prospects to speak of, was fielding calls almost daily
with offers NCAA Division I programs.
“When you’re 6-foot-3 and 200-plus pounds and win
fastest skater, it gets attention,” says Keith, 35.
He wound up choosing the University of Alaska
in Fairbanks and went on to fashion a four-year college career there that included 100 points, a degree
in business management, a chance to play with future
NHLers in Aaron Voros and Jordan Hendry and when
he graduated, a shot a pro hockey.
Making the most of your chances will be one of the
messages Keith tries to impart to his Smokies team
that’s trying to get back to the postseason in the ultracompetitive Interior Division.
“My thought on things is we just want good character kids that want to come to Trail, play in a good
hockey town with hockey roots,” says Keith, who is a
native of Nelson which is less than an hour from Trail.
Keith is coming off two seasons as an assistant coach
with the Cincinnati Cyclones of the East Coast Hockey
League, an affiliate of the Nashville Predators. Now, he
has a chance to mold a team of young men in the style
of game he wants to instill. Testing that against topnotch opponents is part of the appeal of a head coach
job.
“It’s my philosophies, my values that I finally get to
express,” says Keith. “You’re always a coach as an assistant, but as a head coach you finally get to shape the
team as you see fit.”
Because he was not hired by Trail until June, Keith
didn’t get a very long run at the recruiting side of
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After 12 seasons as a player and assistant coach in pro hockey,
Cam Keith has been given the keys to the Trail Smoke Eaters and is
making the most of his first look as a Junior hockey coach.

things. Smokies assistant coach Curtis Toneff was big in
that area for the club but Keith made sure to get local flavour into training camp this season.
“We had 70 players (in camp),” says Keith, who is pretty
much settled into town with wife Jenner and boys Linden
and Calder. “The reason we had it so big is I wanted to
include all the local kids. When I was coming through as a
16-year-old, they didn’t even know I existed. That’s something I wanted to change here, that we focus on the East
and West Kootenays.”
Something else Keith has been able to change for the
better is putting all his players, the new faces and the
veterans, into the same mindset. There is no uncertainty
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about how the team wants to play, which perhaps was
not always the case in seasons gone by.
“Probably more than anything, he seems to have all
the guys on the same page,” says Smoke Eaters president and governor Tom Gawryletz. “In the past, we’ve
had one good line that maybe expected to be on the ice
all the time. With Cam, he treats everybody pretty much
the same way. He dictates what he wants from the guys.”
That focused approach has the Smoke Eaters sitting
third in the Interior Division as of Nov. 1 and with a positive goal differential. It’s also allowed individual players
to maximize their potential. Forwards Ross Armour and
Kale Howarth have committed to NCAA Div. I programs
in Northern Michigan and Bemidji State respectively. Not
committed - but ninth in BCHL scoring - is Luke Santerno.
Mitch Stapley and Tyson Slater have contributed nicely
from the blueline.
Armour in particular seems to embody much of what
Keith is trying to instill moving forward.
“We’re expecting big things out of Ross,” says Keith.
“(Being scouted) is not an easy thing for him but he’s a
good kid that just loves to play hockey. He’s at his best
when he’s in his natural environment.”

The Smoke Eaters seem to have identified their collective identity
and Keith has been pushing most of the right buttons from
behind the bench.

These are big steps for Keith in the remaking of the
club according to his beliefs. A lot of the other preparations is getting up to speed with roster rules and regulations and coaching qualifications.
“There’s no coaching certificates you need in pro
hockey,” says Keith. “There’s not as much to set up in
pro hockey; there the players take care of themselves.
It’s definitely a growing process.”
But one that’s showing positive results so far. The
team’s identity - what they are and how they need to
play in order to be successful - appears to be taking hold
among the players.
“Cam was a hard worker when he played, not a finesse
guy,” says Gawryletz. “He’s identified what it takes to
play in the BCHL and he’s going after the best kids that
he can get, that fit the Trail mold.”
While it’s a sunnier outlook right now, nobody is congratulating themselves on mission accomplished and a
job well done just yet.
“It’s definitely going to be a challenge but I’m excited
for the opportunity,” says Keith. “This could be the city
of champions once again.”
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ALASKA DISPATCH NEWS

Keith was a rugged forward in his playing days who plied his
trade in the American Hockey League and in 2008-09 for the
Alaska Aces of the East Coast Hockey League (above).
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COMMITMENT CLOSE UP:
Jeff Stewart - Colgate

Smart Hockey Magazine caught up with Eagles
forward Jeff Stewart to discuss his 2018
commitment to Colgate University
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Jeff Stewart

Forward, Surrey Eagles
6-foot-3, 175 pounds
Hometown: Surrey, B.C.
Birthdate: February 23, 1998

BCHL Career Stats:
62 GP, 16G, 29A, 45 Pts, 33 PIMs

Colgate University (est. 1819)
Hamilton, New York
Enrollment: 2,927
Nickname: Raiders
Head Coach: Don Vaughn (1992-present)

Past BCHL recruits to Alaska: Mark Dekanich, Peter Bogdanich,
Corbin McPherson, Alex Evin, Daniel Gentzler, Brett Corkey

You got to visit the Colgate campus in the spring what stood out to you?
They got a new rink this fall (the Class of 1965
Arena), with high-end facilities. There was nothing bad to say about the facilities or the school
in general. It’s a small-town community of about
5,000 people; everybody I met was super nice.
I’m super excited to play there.
Your current teammate and captain Paul McAvoy
will be heading to Colgate as well so did you two
plan together to commit around the same time?
He went down with his dad; I know he committed
two weeks after me. It’s definitely special. Over
the past year we have a pretty close relationship.
Off the ice we’re taking a class together and he’s
one of my best buddies on the team. And we’ve
been playing on the same line. I can’t wait to
spend another four years at college.
What part of your game has improved the most
and what do you still need to work on?
I think from being a rookie, the thing that’s improved the most is my vision. The game has
slowed down for me and I’m a bit faster now, a
bit stronger. One thing I’d like to improve before
college is skating, getting my speed up. I need to
push the pace and keep up with those guys.
You said you were taking an academic course
with Paul - what’s that like?
(Colgate) wanted me to take a class at a local
college so I’m taking American history right now.
It’s not the most interesting to me but it’s credits
and it will transfer. Plus Paul is American so he
already knows everything.
How do you follow Colgate hockey from here in
the BCHL?
I 100 per cent follow them by social media, by
Twitter I get their feed on my phone. Every time I
walk through the door, Paul’s on me, ‘Did you see
the score?’ - BM
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The Langley Rivermen 2003-born spring team huddles up for a postgame photo with their German opponents. The Rivermen squad
traveled to Beijing for a tournament in August accompanied by BCHL Rivermen coaches Bobby Henderson, right, and Crhis Shaw, left.

Young Riv live fine China excursion

ith the number of invitational tourna- Korean team of 2002-born players they’d defeated earments on the hockey calendar, players lier in the tournament. Overall they showed extremely
and parents are familiar with the Christ- well on the ice, which was not surprising given the team
carried an undefeated record from their spring play in
mas and springtime options available.
But a tournament in August? In Beijing? That would Canada.
be a new one to most, as it was for a group of 2003-born
“We blew out a lot of teams,” Henderson admitted.
“We beat a German team, Belgian, beat
players representing the Langley Riverthe Korean team the first time we played
men and their burgeoning group of youth
them, we played a team from Toronto.
teams.
There were four Chinese teams; one team
The team spent two weeks in China, getting to see quite a bit of the country while
that wasn’t bad.”
Hockey is
The head coach of the Langley Riveralso packing in plenty of ice time. While
really big over men BCHL team, Bobby Henderson, guidthe calibre of competition varied widely,
ed this group of young players while they
the trip had many benefits for all involved.
there right
were in China as well. It was an eye-open“It was a terrific experience for the kids,”
now;
the
whole
said Langley Rivermen co-owner and goving trip to be sure, particularly in seeing
how much effort it being put into hockey
ernor John Henderson. “(Hockey) is really country is big
big over there right now; the whole counthere right now.
on
it
“They’re set to build 15 new rinks
try is big on it. It started with the Olympics coming (in 2022) and they have a KHL
there,” noted Bobby Henderson. “We
were in China for 14 days and played 12 games. Half the
(Kontinental Hockey League) team, the Kunlun Stars.”
The young Rivermen squad went 8-0 on the way to competition was pretty strong and the other half was at
the tournament finals but lost in a shootout there to a the other end of the spectrum.”

“

Rivermen in China
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Rivermen in China
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With the Chinese appetite for the game taking
heights never seen before, the opportunity to participate in this tournament was too good to pass
up. Of the 17 players on the Rivermen’s 2003 spring
team, 15 players went on the Beijing trip.
A trip of a lifetime, no question. But the efforts the
Rivermen have made to build their spring hockey
presence are paying off for the BCHL team as well.
The hope is someday soon, players who have gone
through the Rivermen spring youth programs will be
good enough to play in the BCHL.
“We have seven spring teams,” said Bobby Henderson. “For us it’s about the development of players, (but) the big thing is with the visibility. People
are interested in the BCHL and the college route;
we’re just trying to open their minds a bit.”
John Henderson sees the value of the spring program in the Rivermen’s increasing brand awareness.
“Starting this Langley Rivermen program, a lot of
time and money went into promoting the team, but
we got more advertising value from the Junior Rivermen program that anything else we’ve done,” he
said. “I’m sure we left an impression (in China).”
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Teammates (from left) K.J. Shoemaker, Ajeet Gundarah,
G.W. Henderson and Nathan Boatter stop for a photo while visiting
the Great Wall of China

